
Excerpt from A Roller-coaster Ride: Thoughts on aging

It was during a brief stay in Morocco in my late thirties that I
first became fascinated with doorways. The Moorish doorways
there had me entranced. Their shapes presented a positive and
negative, as I concentrated first on the brickwork of the outline
and then on the space it defined; the space that beckoned me
in, and yet threatened me with the unknown at the same time.
I would stand for ages leaning up against doorposts, my feet
on the threshold, in some kind of odd daze, indecisive, floating,
unwilling to take action. It was such a vulnerable time in my
life, for it was during this stay in Morocco that I decided to
leave my first husband. Liminal comes from the Latin word for
"threshold" – limen – and liminal is what I felt then and what I
have felt for a large part of my life.

"Liminal" is a word constantly used in books on aging. Here
I'd like to explore liminal from a more personal angle. Liminal
defines an in-between stage of neither this nor that – still baby,
but almost child; still child, but almost adolescent; still adolescent,
but needing to be adult; still adult but…ah, there's the rub.
Liminal people are on the doorstep, the margin, and whereas we
are all familiar with the stage that the baby, child and adolescent
will be moving into when they cross the threshold by whatever
rights of passage define the passing over, when it comes to
adult moving through…to death, the unknown makes the
liminality of old age quite another matter.
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